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(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] To provide a switching device that

supplies a great deal of information without the need for

selecting commands.

[Construction] A switching device 1 outputs

electrical signals responsive to an operational amount and

an operational time of a switch, and feeds the electrical

signals to an information processing device 7. The

switching device 1 includes a switch 3 which generates a

signal relating to the operational amount when the switch 3

is operated, and a signal output means 5 which converts the

signal relating to the operational amount into a signal

relating to the operational time. A button 14 is vertically



movably supported on a cover 13 of the switch 3. A movable

contact 15 is secured to the bottom end of the button 14,

and is always upwardly urged by a coil spring, etc. The

movable contact 15 is fabricated of an electrically

conductive rubber G having a constant resistance.

Semicircular conductors 18 and 18 with a spacing 19

interposed therebetween face the movable contact 15, and are

arranged in a generally circular layout. The switch 3

outputs a change in resistance between the two semicircular

conductors 18 as the signal relating to the operational

amount and a signal output means 3 outputs the signal

relating to the operational time.

[CLAIMS]

[Claim 1] A switching device comprising a switch

which outputs a signal relating to an operational amount

when the switch is operated, and a signal output means which

outputs an electrical signal relating to an operational time

based on the signal relating to the operational amount of

the switch.

[Claim 2] A switching device according to claim 1,

wherein the switch comprises a movabie contact formed of an

electrically conductive rubber and fixed to an operation

button, conductive fixed contacts arranged in a circular

configuration with a gap interposed therebetween in a



position facing the movable contact, a resistance measuring

unit which measures a resistance from; the conductive fixed

contacts, and an A/D converter unit which converts an analog

quantity from the resistance measuring unit into a digital

signal.

[Claim 3] A switching device according to claim 1,

wherein the switch includes a movable magnet fixed to an

operation button, a fixed coil including a coiled conductive

wire fixed in a position facing the movable magnet, an

operational amplifier which amplifies a voltage generated in

the fixed coil, and an A/D converter which converts an

analog quantity from the operational amplifier into a

digital signal.

[Claim 4] A switching device according to claim 1,

wherein the switch includes a movable electrode fixed to an

operation button, a fixed electrode fixed in a position

facing the movable electrode, a means for imparting charge

to the two electrodes, an operational amplifier which

amplifies a voltage responsive to a capacitance between the

two electrodes, and an A/D converter which converts an

analog quantity from the operational amplifier into a

digital signal.

[Claim 5 J A switching device according to one of

claims 1, 2, 3, and 4, wherein the signal output means

comprises an operational time detector circuit which



averts an analog signal "lating to the ope--—

t

of the switch int. a digital signal relating to the

operational time.

tClaim 61 - switching device according to claim S .

wherein the operational time detector circuit comprises a

the operational amount -on the switch heco.es eoual to or

Targer than a predetermined value, a— value detector

olrc„lt which detects that the analog signal reaches a

1. set by an output signal
» fliDflop which is set uy

maximum value, a txxpixwt.

from the comparator, and reset hy the—- value detector

flipflop.

[Claim 7, A switching device according to claim 1.

wherein the switch comprise, a trape.oldallv shaped,

eiectricallv conductive, movahle ruhher contact

operation hutton and a fixed contact assemhly composed

plurality * regulars spaced electrodes in a position

facmg the movahle contact, and wherein a digital

.elating to the operational amount is '.output in response

. contact area o£ the electrical!, conductive ruhher contact

in contact with the electrodes. I

[Ciaim 81 A switching device according to claim 1,

.herein the switch comprises a semi-spherically
shaped

movable rubber contact fixed to a

electrically conductive, movable ruoo



b„tto» and a fixed contact assembly co.po.ea of a centra

strode Place, in the .enter of the assembly - •—
faoi„g the movable contact, ana a plurality - regularly

spacea rings of electrodes centerea on the centraX electro^

ana wherein a aigitai entity relat^g to the operational

^unt is output in response to a contact area of the

electrically conauctive^ contact Xn contact with the

electrodes

.

[Claim 9] A switching aevice accoraing to one of

claims X. 7 ana 8. wherein the signal ,
output means comprises

an operational time aetector circuit which converts a

aigitax guantity relating to the operational amount into a

aigitai signax reXating to the operationaX time.

,CXaim 101 A switching aevice accoraing to cXaim X.

wherein the operationaX time aetector ; circuit inches an

information processing aevice which converts a aigitai

entity reXating to the operationaX amount into a aigitai

signai reXating to the operational time.

,Detailea Description of the Invention]

(00011

.Technical Field of the Invention] The present

invention relates switching devices ana. in particular, to a

/ -c— „« Hn a game machine. More
switching device for use in a gam

*.4~„ roiates to a switching

specifically, the present invention reXates

aevice which is applied to a push button switch, etc.

.



ranged on a control panel of a game! machine, for

controlling the operation of a character presented on a

screen of a display unit.

[0002]

lDescription of the Related Arts, Japanese Unexamined

Patent Application Publication No. «3-am» discloses this

sort of switching device. This conventional switching

aevice relates to a mouse, which includes a hutton to be

pressed down by a finger, a pressure sensor which outputs an

analog signal having a different value in response to a

force applied on the button, and an A/D converter for

converting the analog signal to a digital signal. When a

£„rce acting on the hutton is weaKer. digital data having a

ls stronger, digital data having a larger value is output

,00031 Besides information relating to an on and off

state of the. hutton. the switching device outputs different

information as to the magnitude of force applied on the

button to an information processing device. The information

processing device thus can perform a variety of processes.

[0004]

.Problems to be solved b, the Invention, As already

• ^ o»< tchinq device outputs .
to

discussed, the above-referenced switching

the information processing device, the Information about the

on and off state of the button and the information as to
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pressure acting on the button. If a user attempts to output

another piece of information, the user must input and select

another command on the screen of a display of the

information processing device and then must press the button.

This inconveniences the user. The information allowed to be

input is limited to the information relating to the on and

off operation of the switch and the pressure applied on the

button

.

[0005] In a game machine as one of the information

processing devices, the user operates the button arranged on

the control panel, thereby controlling the operation of the

character. If the user controls the operation of the

character in response to the magnitude of the pressure

applied on the button only, the mode <if operation of the

character is limited. There is a need; for causing the

character to move in response to the speed at which the

button is pressed.

[0006] To resolve this problem, it is the object of

the present Invention to provide a switching device which

presents more pieces of Information without the need for

i

selecting commands

.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problems] To achieve the above object,

a switching device of the present invention includes a

switch which outputs a signal relating to an operational



^ount when the switch is ope^. f * signal output

mea»s which outputs an electrical sigU relating to an

^ the signal irelating to the

operational time based on the signal .

operational amount of the switch.
j

,0008] The switch of the switching device of the

present invention includes a movabl, Contact forced of an

electrical!, conductive rubher and fixed to an operation

hutton. conductive fixed contacts arranged in a circular

configuration with a gap Interposed therebetween in a

position facing the movable contact, a resistance measuring

u„it which measures a resistance from the conductive fixed

contacts, and an A/D converter unit which converts an analog

quantity fro. the resistance measuring unit into a digital

signal.

,00091 The switch of the switching device of the

present invention includes a movable magnet fixed to an

operation button, a fixed coil including a coiled conductive

wire fixed in a position facing the movable magnet, an

operational amplifier which amplifies a voltage generated in

the fixed coil, and an A/D converter which converts an

analog quantity from the operational amplifier into a

digital signal

.

,00101 The switch of the switching device of the

present invention includes a movable electrode fixed to an

operation button. ... fixed electrode fixed in a position
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facing the movable electrode; a means; for imparting charge

to the two electrodes, an operational amplifier which

amplifies a voltage responsive to a capacitance between the

two electrodes, and an A/D converter which converts an

analog quantity from the operational amplifier into a

digital signal.

[0011] A signal output means of the switching device

of the present invention Includes an operational time

detector circuit which converts an analog signal relating to

the operational amount of the switch into a digital signal

relating to the operational time.

[0012] The operational time detector circuit of the

switching device of the present invention Includes a

comparator which detects that an analog signal relating to

the operational amount from the switch becomes equal to or

larger than a predetermined value, a maximum value detector

circuit which detects that the analog signal reaches a

maximum value, a flipflop which is set by an output signal

from the comparator, and reset by the maximum value detector

circuit, and a timer which is stopped by an output of the

flipflop.

[0013 J The switch of the switching device of the
i

!

present invention includes a trapezoidally shaped,
i

electrically conductive, movable rubber contact fixed to an

operation button and a fixed contact assembly composed of a
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lariy spaced electrons in a

pWrality of regularly P ^ _ qua„tlly

facing the movable con
«,i+nut in response t:o

relatlng to the ^ S

onaoctlve ruhher contact

a contact area of the electrically

ln contact with the electrode. ^ ^ ^
l °014 '

I! e a se-i-sP—ly
shaped,

present invention includes ^ ^ ,

^
I

f±

r ;r enter - * " '

electrode Placed in

^ and a pl«rality of regularly— ^
"Telel-'centered on the central electee.

spaced rings o^ ^ ^ ^ operatlonal

and wherein a digital

^ ^^ ^ the—t is output in response
^ ^ ^

metrically conductive ruhher contact

eleOtrO

7.0151 -——— °£ th"l time_ of the present invention—^„_
sector circuit which converts ^ ^

t0 the operational amount into

the operational time. ^ of th6

,00161 The operational time

<eludes an information
processing

p_nt invention « ^ ^ the

which converts a digital «. ^^ ^ the

operational amount into a digital
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I

i

!

I

operational time, !

|

[0017] I

[Operation] When an operation j switch is operated,
j

the switch generates a signal responsive to an operation of

the switch. The operational amount of the switch is then

fed to a subsequent processing device* The signal output

means outputs electrical signals relating to the operational

time based on the operational amount of the switch. A game

machine controls the distance of travel and travel speed of

a character based on the electrical signals relating to the

operational amount and the operational time from the switch.

[0018] When the electrically conductive movable

rubber contact comes into contact with the fixed conductive

contacts which are insulated from each other and are

arranged in a generally circular layout, the electrically

conductive rubber is deformed, and the resistance between

the two conductors changes. The resistance change is

converted into a voltage value, which is treated as an

electrical signal representing the operational amount of the

switch. The signal output means produces an electrical

signal representing operational speed information, based on

the electrical signal representing the operational amount of

the switch.

[0019] When the movable magnet approaches the fixed

coil in the switch, a voltage is generated in the fixed coil
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This voltage is an—
>
-——~ ^operational amount - «-

electrical signal representing

* the signal output means converts the el

switch, ana the slg

represe„ting
operational

signal into an electrical signal repr

speea information- ^ .

[0020] The switch incxuae*
1 „B ipt S represent

£1Xea electee, ana a charge supply means. Let

Jk1a oi tetrode and the tixea

„ each of the movable electrou

zz: - —::rr
„ <-he fixed electrode, and e represent a

electrode and the fixea ex

*v,~ f«n electrodes, and a

dielectric constant between the two ele
dleiecxri^ button

arls c=eS/d. When the operation of a d

capacitance G is
electrodes, the

distance d between the two exe

p the slgnal output

capacitance C also changes In r P
^ ^

canoes the voltage thereof. tbereDy r

means changes
Rational amount ana

electrical signals representing the oo

operational speea.
'

r:r - - -—

-

a digital signal.
datector circuit sets

100221 The operational ttae detector

that the analog

the fllpflop when the comparator detects

, »! relating to the operational amount of the swl
.

signal relating
Bteaeterminea value,

becomes equal to or greater tnan



and resets the flipflop when the comparator detects that the

analog signal reaches the maximum value. In this way, the

rising edge of a first half of the analog signal is detected,

and the time of the analog signal is lounted by the timer,

and the operational time is thus detected.
I

[0023] When the trapezoidally | shaped, electrically
I

conductive, movable rubber contact is
i
put into contact with

j

the fixed contact assembly composed of the plurality of

regularly spaced electrodes in a position facing the movable

contact in the switch, the electrically conductive rubber is

deformed and comes into contact with 6ach electrode. In

this way, the contact area of the electrically conductive

rubber with each electrode changes. A change in the contact

area becomes a signal representing whether the electrically

conductive rubber is in contact with Or out of contact with

the electrode,, and the signal is a digital signal

representing the contact state of the plurality of

electrodes

.

[0024] When the semi-spherically shaped,

electrically conductive, movable rubber contact is in

contact with the fixed contact assembly composed of the

central electrode placed in the center of the assembly in a

position facing the movable contact, and the plurality of

regularly spaced rings of electrodes centered on the central

electrode, in the switch, the 'electrically conductive rubber
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is deformed, and comes into contact with the electrodes,

from the central electrode to radially external electrodes.

A change in the contact area becomes a signal representing

whether the electrically conductive rubber is in contact

with or out of contact with the electrode. Since the

plurality of electrodes are employed, the signal is a

digital quantity response to the contact area of the

electrically conductive rubber.

[0025] The signal output means includes the

operational time detector circuit which converts a digital

quantity relating to the operational amount into a digital

signal relating to the operational time.

[0026] The operational time detector circuit may

include an Information processing device, such as a computer,

which converts a digital quantity relating to the

operational amount into a digital signal relating to the

operational time using a software program.

[0027]

[Embodiments] The embodiments of the present

invention are now discussed, referring to the drawings.

<First Embodiment > FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an

.information processing device to which one embodiment of the

switching device of the present invention is connected.

[0028] The switching device 1 shown in FIG. 1 is

designed to output electrical signals relating to the



15

«» switching device 1 ^^ ^
nation processing ae^ce ^ ^
intonnatlon

processing aevice
opera„onai

responsive to the operationai amount ana

amount of the switch.
lnclades a switch 3

[0029) The switching aevice 1 ind.

metrical signal responsive to the

whlch outputs an eiectri-
_ ^ ^^^

operationai a»ou„t when 1*
* ' ^ ^ Qperattonal

roeans s which Proauces » g ^
time of the switch based

- -—" ZZ "L..,.>—
""•jit. ... .

—-— -
•

^ * i« and a resistor J-/* <"

fixed contact i«>, and an

* as a resistance measuring unit

components such as a res

A/D converter 22. •

gwitch 3 are

l0o3ll The mechanical components

..nisan external frame

^angea as .ouows. ~ -~ » 1 ^ button 14 is

-- ---^ °f

r/lte over 1, as -wn. Xhe

^tlcaiiv movahlv supportea on^
<-

ana the

r:: -—— *
an unshownr

.e .vaole contaet U»— - -
-
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spherical, electrically conductive rubber G. The

electrically conductive rubber G has a constant resistance.

Semicircular conductors 18 and 18 arranged with a spacing 19

interposed therebetween in a generally disklike

configuration are placed in a position facing the movable

contact 15. The resistor 17 is connected in parallel with

the semicircular conductors 18 and 18; The resistor 17 is

also configured with one thereof grounded, and with the

other end connected to one input terminal of the resistance

measuring unit 21 of a signal output means 12.

[0032] The electrical system of the switch 3 is

constructed as follows. The resistance measuring unit 21 is

configured with one input thereof coniiected to the other end

of the resistor 17, and with the other input terminal

grounded. The resistance measuring unit 21 thus detects a

change and a rate of change in the resistance between the

semicircular conductors 18 and 18. The output terminal of

the resistance measuring unit 21 is connected to the A/D

converter 22. The A/D converter 22 converts the resistance

and the rate of change in resistance per unit time from the

resistance measuring unit 21 into a digital signal.

[0033] The output terminals of the resistance

measuring unit 21 are connected to the input terminals of

the signal output means 5. The signal output means 5

receives an electrical analog signal responsive to the
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* 14 from the resistance
4- n* the button 14 «w«—onal 1 slgnal output— » «- •

neasurin9
unit 21. ^ operational

time oased on

a aigital signal relating
'

ve to

the epical ana-^ X - ^ ^^
te™lnalS

e Inectea to an in-ace . -
output means 5 ar

algital signal

Ration—^
is thus fed to a CPU 7!

relating to the operationa! time

through the interface ^ sv)ltoh 3 outputs

100341 .e „~£ ^ paraliel output

a axgltal signal in a parall ^ ^
4: the A/D converter 22 are

terminals of the A/
lnterface 72 of the

lnput ana output terminals of the

4-4„n orocessing device 7.

information proce
lnformation

(00351 » this emhoaiment-~ ^ interface „

processln9
-ice 3 processing

hiit in practice, ^
(

only as shown, hut IP ^ ^^ a

aevioe 3 further inciuaes a ROM ^^
alspla* unit, an externa! storage

-
TirHlocK aia.ra, showing a specif

l0036]
FIG. 2 is a

Referring

* the signal output means o

trcuit
arrangemen1 o. ^ ^^ _ operatlonal

to „<, «— -
The ^rational time—

time aetector circuit 51.
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circuit 51 includes a comparator 52, a maximum time detector

circuit 53, a flipflop 54, and a timer 55 . The output

terminals of the resistance measuring unit 21 are connected

to the input terminals of the comparator 52 and the maximum
j

time detector circuit 53. The resistance-voltage converter

circuit 1 supplies an analog operational amount signal to

the comparator 52 and the maximum time* detector circuit 53.

The output terminal S of the comparator 52 is connected to

the set terminal of the flipflop 54. The output terminal of

the maximum time detector circuit 53 is connected to the

reset terminal R of the flipflop 54. The flipflop 54

receives, at the clock terminal CP thereof, a drive clock.

The non-inverted output terminal Q of the flipflop 54 is

connected to the disable control input terminal of the timer

55. Only when the output terminal Q is at "1", the timer 55

is operative. The inverted output tertninal RQ of the

flipflop 54 is connected to the reset terminal of the

maximum time detector circuit 53.

[0037] The timer 55 is constructed as follows, for

example. The timer 55 includes a reference clock generator

circuit 551, a gate 552, and a counter 553. The output

signal at the non-inverted output terminal Q of the flipflop

54 is fed to one input terminal of the gate 552, and the

output terminal of the reference clock generator circuit 551

is connected to the other ihput terminal of the gate 552.



The output terminal of the gate 552 connected to the

input terminal of the counter 553-
i

[0038] The embodiment thus constructed is discussed,

referring to FIG. 1 through FIG. 4* FIG. 3 shows resistance

characteristics of the switching device with respect to the

operation of the switching device. The abscissa represents

time, while the ordinate represents resistance. FIG. 4

illustrates the relationship between a change in voltage and

a signal relating to the operational time, wherein the

abscissa represents time while the ordinate represents the

change in voltage.

[0039] When the button 14 is pressed downward

against the urging of an unshown coil spring in the

switching device 1 thus constructed, the electrically

conductive rubber G of the movable contact 15 comes into

contact with the semicircular conductors 18 and 18 of the

fixed contact 16. The semicircular conductors 18 and 18 are

connected to each other through the electrically conductive

rubber G of the movable contact 15, and the resistance

between the semicircular conductors 18 and 18 becomes

smaller than the resistance of the resistor 17. When

further pressed into contact with the semicircular

conductors i8 and 18, the electrically conductive rubber G

of the movable contact 15 is deformed. The contact area of

the electrically conductive rubber G of the movable contact
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„ and the contact resistance of the

" 18
e rubher .—.

-

resistance with
^

^ o£ the

gradually decreases. ^ ^ eleotrlcaiiy

relationship hetween the ccntac ^ ^ ^
. ,-ubber G with the semiclrcula

conductive rubber resistance

» and the resistance value measured

measuring unit 21.

[0040]

[Table 1]

w, 1 the resistance sum Ro

contact resistance of the

2

and resistance/area - R/cm •

6hanglng In this way Is

,..«!. «- «SlStan06 '
fig. 3 shows

.„,„.. measuring unit 21.

measured by the resistance ^ ^^
.„ the resistance sum Ro .

.

A P

the change in the
ln which the operational

3 shows an operational example, i* ^ &

amount Is small— ~ ^ whlle the

^operational time Ata is

^ ^ ^ ls

a„ operational example,

a ls fast . The change AKh

large. whiie the operational spe^
operational

nn 4c large* WIU -t

4 Pfance sum Ro 15 x ^
in the resistance s
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time Ath is short. A Potion (C of to. 3 shows an

operational example, in which the operational amount is

large, while the operational speed isjfast. The change

„,™ no is large, while the operational

in the resistance sum Ro is large.

time Ate is short.

[00431 When the resistance measuring unit 21

meaSures the change in the resistaHce sum Ro. the resistance

measuring unit 21 generates a voltage responsive to the

change in the resistance of the resistance sum Ro. This

^log signal contains, as Information as to changes in the

distance sum Ro. a. change AR. time At for change, an* the

integral of change AR in the form of voltage signal. The

output voltage from the resistance measuring unit 21 is

converted into a digital signal ov the A/D converter 22.

,00441 The analog signal output from the resistance

measuring unit 21 is fed to the comparator =2 and the

maximum time detector circuit 53. When the analog signal

riSes above a reference voltage Bo. the comparator 52

outputs "IV When the output of the comparator 52 reaches

•X- the flipflop 54 is set. and the flipfiop 54 outputs .

^ timer 55 is thus activated. Specifically, the gate 552

^ a>i neir is fed from the reference

is opened, and the reference clock is fe

< ,-n- «1 to the counter 553. The counter

clock generator circuit 551 to tne

553 counts the reference clock. The maximum time detector

cirCuit 53 monitors the input analog signal, and outputs
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whe„ it detects a voltage smaller than the i-diate*

xn this way. the flipflop 54 is

preceding input voltage. In this way.

Let. The tUP«op - outputs -.- at the non-inver ea

is dose. an. no Terence cloc* is fed to the counter

alog signal at the rising edge side. The fliP-P «

n pi -1- at the inverted-output terminal which is

reset -— «-—« circuit

switching device 1 is now ready for ~ -action of the

next maximum value.

,0045, The digital signal obtained from the A/D

converter » and the digital signal obtained^ the -er

55 of the signal output means 5 are input to the CPU

Lough the interne „. When the CPU 71 Is used as^ a game

nachlne. a character is moved by a distance - trave>

corresponding to the change n* m the ~ ^
the change AR in the resistance of the resl

the time segment M for the change. Xn this case the

character is moved within a short or long period - -
sending on the time segment nt. Uslhg the ^w 4-v.o rpu 71 expresses tne

, resistance stun Ro, the cpu /j.

C^^^-~-r~~

—

It collides with another character.

[004«, Since the information relating to the



operation of the b-tto. "^ *» ^ ^

operational amount in accordance with the first emhodiment.

the information processing device can perform complex

PrOC6SS

"o047, <Second Embodiment> FIG. 5 i. a

of a second emhodiment of «-i switchi4g device which is

connected to the information process!,* -ice. In the

second emhodiment. —ants identical to those descri

1„ connection with the first emoodiment are desisted

the same reference numerals.
j

,0048] A switching device la shown in FIG. 5 is

signed to output electrical signals Iresponslve to an

operational amount and operational tlrfe. The

aevice la is electrically connected to the information

processing device 7 to feed the electrical signals

responsive to an operational amount and operational time

e information processing device , *.

la includes a switch 3a which output, a„ electrical signal

sponslve to an operational a^unt of the switch 3a *-

the switch 3a is operated, and a signal output means

.I cb produces a signal rating to ^rational time of

;

he

swltch 3a hased on the electrical signal responsive

operational amount of the switch 3a.

[00491 The switch 3a includes a cover



„ a movable n-a.net 15*. and a fi*ed jCoil «- «- ~~

13

'

1S an external frame form!*, a device body of the switch

lla The button 14 Is vertically movably supported on the

cover 13 as shown. The second embodiment is different fro*

the first en.hodi.ent in that the movable magnet 15a is fixed

events are identical in that the button 14 is always

urged upwardly by an unshown coll spring. The movable

e„d thereof and an S pole at the top end thereof. There

will he no problem if the polarisation is inverted. The

flXed coil 16a is arranged in a position facing the movable

magnet !5a. The fixed coll 16a is produced by winding an

insulated wire having an insulator coating in a spiral

configuration or in a coil configuration. Both ends of the

fixed coil 1«. are connected to both input terminals of an

operational amplifier 2 la. The output of the operational

amplifier 31a is connected to the A/D converter 22. The

operational amplifier 2la has the inverting input terminal

. , ,„_i to which both ends of

and the non-inverting input terminal, to whi

the fixed coll »a are connected. The operational amplifier

21a amplifies a change in the voltage and the rate of the

4 fixed coil 16a. The output of

change taking place in the fixed con

, amnnfier 2la is connected to the A/D

the operational amplifier zia x

^^r. v> converts a change in the

converter 22. The A/D converter 22 conve
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voltage value from the operational amplifier 21a into a

digital signal. The A/D converter 22 outputs the digital

signal in a parallel format . The parallel output terminals

of the A/D converter 22 are connected to input and output

terminals of an interface 72.

[0050] The construction of the signal output means

5a is fully identical to the counterpart in the first

embodiment, and the discussion thereof is skipped. The

information processing device 7 is also fully identical to

that in the first embodiment, and the discussion thereof is

also skipped.

[0051] When the button 14 is pressed downward in the

switching device la, the movable magnet 15a approaches the

fixed coil 16a. In response to the speed of the button 14,

a voltage is generated in the fixed coil 16a through the

right-handed screw rule. The voltage Increases or decreases

in proportion to the speed of the downward motion of the

button 14, and a change in the voltage is amplified by the

operational amplifier 21a, and is then converted into a

digital signal by the A/D converter 22. The digital signal

is then fed to a CPU 71 through the interface 72 in the

information processing device 7.

[0052] An operational time detector circuit 51 in

the signal output means 5 obtains a digital signal relating

to the speed of. the button i4 when pressed, from the change



ln the voltage. The distal signal rating to the

^lonal «- " - to the CPt, njthrough the interface

,00531 The CPU 71 in the information processing

aevice 7 performs a variety of proces
f
es using the digital

als relating to the above-referenced
operational amount

^operational time. * the CPU 7! is applied in a game

„achine. the_ process as that described in connection

with the first embodiment is performed.

l0054, Since the information relating to the

operation of the button U includes the change in the

operation, the time segment for the change, and the

operational amount in accordance with the second embodiment.

processing device can perform complex

the information processus

processes.

[0055] <Third Embodiment > FIG. 6 is

of a third embodiment of the switching device which is

connected to the information processing device. Xn the

third embodiment, components Identical to those descr bed in

w are designated with the

connection with the first embodiment are

same reference numerals.

, 00561 a switching device lb shown in FIG.

signed to output electrical signals responsive-

n

^rational amount and operational time. The switching

aevice lb is electrical* connected to the information



« „ device 7 to feed the electrical signals

r::r.n—>— -—- -

the information processing device 7.

,0057, As in the first embodiment, the switching

aevice lb includes a switch 3a wbicb outputs an electrical

slg»al responsive to an operational amount of the switch 3

h n -— - - ~»~' - 3 Si9nSl OUtPUt7 h

whlch Produces a signal reiating to operationai time of -
^tch 3a based on the electrical signal responsive to

operational amount of the switch 3a.

C0058, The switch »b includes a cover 13. a button

14 . a movable electrode 15b. and > «~-— 16b.

The third embodiment is identical to the first*~

BOvably supported on the cover 13 as shown. ^ ««-
. f 4 rst embodiment in tnai

embodiment is different from the first

the movable eiectrode 15b is «~ to - bottom end of -
hutton M. but is identical to the first embodiment in ba

the button U is alwavs upwardly urged. - «- electrode

16b ls ranged in a position facing ^ movable electr

^
15b The movable electrode 15b is out: of reach of the fixed

Strode *> even when the movable electrode 15b is P^sed

by ^maximum stroKe. ^ movable electrode 15b and the

led electrode ISb are charged b, an unshown direct current



power supply so that the movable electrode 15b is positively

charged while the fixed electrode 16b is negatively charged.

The movable electrode 15b is connected to the non- Inverting

input terminal of an operational amplifier 21b of the signal

output means 12b while the fixed electrode 16b is connected

to the inverting input terminal of the signal output means

12b. The output terminal of the operational amplifier 21b

i

is connected to the A/D converter 22.
j

The operational

amplifier 21b is configured with the rion-inverting input

terminal thereof connected to the movable electrode 15b and

with the inverting input terminal thereof connected to the

fixed electrode 16b, and amplifies a capacitance change
i

responsive to a change in the spacing between the movable

electrode 15b and the fixed electrode 16b and a rate of

capacitance change in the form of voltage. The output

terminal of the operational amplifier 21b is connected to

the A/D converter 22. The A/D converter 22 converts the

voltage signal of the capacitance and the rate of change of

capacitance per unit time from the operational amplifier 21b

into a digital signal. The A/D converter 22 outputs the

digital signal as a parallel signal. The parallel output

terminals of the A/D converter 22 are connected to parallel

input and output terminals of the interface 72.

[0059] A signal output means 5b is identical in

construction to the counterpart in the first embodiment.
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». input terminal of the signal output -eans Sb is

connected to the output terminal of the operational

^iifier 21b. The output terminals of the signal output

means 5b are connected to parallel input an* output

terminals of the interface 72 of the infection processing

aevice 7. Since the Information processing device 7 is

fully identical to that in the first embodiment
.

the

discussion thereof is skipped.

lb0 60, When the button 14 is pressed downward in the

Pitching device lb. the spacing between the movable

electrode ISb and the fixed electrode 16b is narrowed,

thereby changing the capacitance therebetween. Since the

capacitance Increases or decreases in inversely proportional

to the spacing between the movable electrode l=b and the

flXed electrode 16b. The change in the capacitance is

converted into a voltage change by the operational amplifier

21b , The voltage is then converted into a digital signal by

the A/D converter 22. The digital signal is then

transferred to the CPU 71 through the Interface 72.

,0061, The signal output means 5b detects a change

in the capacitance in response tp the operation of the

button 14. calculates a chan9e *n the operation such as a

speed, and outputs the operational change in a digital

SlSna1
'

,0062, The two digital signals are fed to the CPU 71
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through the interface 72 in the information processing

a.vice7. The CPU 71 performs a variety of processes. For

exampie. if the CPU 71 is employed in a game machine, the

CPU 71 performs the same process as that performed in the

first embodiment.

,0063] Since the information relating to the

operation of the button 14 include, the change in the

operation, the time segment for the change, and the

operational amount in accordance with the third embodiment,

the information processing device can perform complex

processes

•

,0064) <Fourth Embodiment) FIG. 7 is a bloc* diagram

of a fourth embodiment of the switching device which is

connected to the information processing device. In the

fourth embodiment, components identical to those described

ln connection with the first embodiment are designated with

the same reference numerals. I

t00«5] A switching device lc shown in FIG. 7 is

designed to output electrical signals jresponslve to an

operational amount and operational ti^e. The switching

oevice lc is electrically connected t- the information

processing device 7 to feed the electrical signals

responsive to an operational amount and operational time to

the information processing device 7.

,0066] The switching device lc includes a switch 3a
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which outputs an electrical signal responsive to an

operational amount of the switch 3a when the switch 3a is
i

operated, and a signal output means 5a which produces a

signal relating to operational time of the switch 3a based

on the electrical signal responsive to the operational

amount of the switch 3a.

[0067] The switch 3c is constructed as follows.

Specifically, the switching device lc, includes a cover 13

,

button 14, a movable contact 15c, and a fixed contact 16c.

The fourth embodiment is identical to the first embodiment

in that the cover 13 is an external frame forming a device

body of the switch lc # and that the button 14 is vertically

movably supported on the cover 13 as shown. The fourth

embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that

the button 14 has a movable contact 15c fixed to the bottom

end thereof and formed of a trapezoidally shaped,

electrically conductive rubber G. The electrically

conductive rubber G has a bottom face inclined from a small

thickness portion at the left hand side to a large thickness

portion at the right hand side as shown. As in the first

embodiment, the button 14 is always upwardly urged by an

unshown coil spring, etc. A fixed contact assembly 16c is

arranged in a position facing the movable contact 15c. The

fixed contact assembly 16c includes a plurality of

electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 with constant
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spacings 19cl between 16cl and 16c2, 19c2 between 16c2 and

16c3, 19c3 between 16c3 and 16c4, arid 19c4 between 16c4 and

16c5. The electrode 16cl is grounded, while the remaining

four electrodes 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 are connected to

an interface 72 in the information processing device 7. In

this way, a four- bit digital signal is output from the these

electrodes. The interface 72 receives a clock CLOCK.

[0068] FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing the

construction of an operational time detector circuit 51c of

the signal output means 5c. In case of the four bit digital

signal, the operational time detector circuit 51c Includes

three exclusive OR (EXOR) gates 56 , 57, and 58, three

flipflops 59, 60, and 61, three AND gates 62, 63, and 64, an

OR gate 68, and a timer 55.

[0069] The electrode 16c2 is connected to one input

terminal of the EXOR gate 56, and the electrode 16c3 is

connected to the other input terminal of the EXOR gate 56.

The electrode 16c3 is connected to the reset terminal of the

flipflop 59. The electrode 16c3 is connected to one input

terminal of the EXOR gate 57, and the electrode 16c4 is

connected to the other input terminal of the EXOR 57 . The

electrode 16c4 is connected to the reset terminal of the

flipflop 60. The electrode 16c4 is connected to one input
i

of the EXOR gate 58 and the electrode |l6c5 is connected to

the other input terminal of the EXOR c^ate 58. The electrode
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16C5 is connected to the reset terminal of the fUpflop 61.

Each of the flipflops 61. 62. and 63 receives the clock at

the clock input terminal thereof, although these terminals

and the clock are not shown. Upon completing counting, the

timer 55 is designed to clear the flipflops 61. 62. and 63

so that the flipflops 61. 62. and 63 outputs "1" at the

output terminals Q thereof. The output terminals Q of the

flipflops 59, 60. and 61 are respectively connected to the

other input terminals of the AND gates 62. 63. and 64. The

output terminals of the EXOR gates 56 j 57. and 58 are

respectively connected the remaining input terminals of the

AND gates 62. 63. and 64. The output terminals of the AND

gates 62, 63. and 64 are respectively .
connected to the input

terminals of the OR gate 65. The output terminal of the OR

gate 65 is connected to the disable control input terminal

of the timer 5.5. The timer 55 remains unchanged from that

used in the first embodiment, and the discussion thereof is

skipped here. The information processing device 7 is also

identical to that used in the first embodiment, and the

discussion thereof is also skipped here.

[0070 J The operation of the fourth embodiment is now

.discussed, referring to FIG . 6 . and FIG . 7. FIG. 7 is a

timing diagram showing the operation of the fourth

embodiment. The abscissa represents time, while the

ordinate represents signals at various points of the circuit
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[0071] When the button 14 is pressed down against

the urging of the unshown coil spring j in the switching

device 1 thus constructed, the electrically conductive

rubber G of the movable contact 15c i$ put into contact with

the electrode 16cl of the fixed contaqt assembly 16c. When

the button 14 is further pressed down, the electrically

conductive rubber G is deformed into contact with the

electrodes 16cl and 16c2 of the fixed contact assembly 16c.

When the button 14 is even further pressed down, the

electrically conductive rubber G of the movable contact 15c

is deformed into contact with the electrodes 16cl. 16c2, and

16c3 of the fixed contact assembly 16c. As the contact area

of the electrically conductive rubber G of the movable

contact 15c is widened, the electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3,

16c4, and 16c5 are gradually grounded. The interconnection

relationship between the electrically conductive rubber G

and the electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 is

varied depending on the pressing force and speed acting on

the button 14. The interconnection relationship of the

electrodes 16cl. 16c2, 16c3. 16c4. and 16c5 of the fixed

contact assembly 16c is fed to the interface 72 of the

information processing device 7, and is then transferred to

the CPU 71.

[0072] The flipflops 59, 60, and 61 are set to "1"

at the output terminals Q thereof at the default conditions
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thereof. For example, when the electrodes 16cl and 16c2 are

put into contact with each other, the electrode 16c2 of the

switch 3 becomes "0" in level (See FIG. 9(a)). This signal

is output as the output of the switching device 1
.

In the

signal output means 5. the on condition of the EXOR 56 is

not established, the EXOR 56 is not activated, and the timer

55 remains inoperative. The timer 55 outputs no digital

signal relating to the operational time.

[0073] When the electrodes 16cl, 16c2. and 16c3 are

in contact with each other for a predetermined period of

time, the electrodes 16c2 and 16c3 becomes "0" in level (see

FIG. 9(b)). This signal is fed to the information

processing device 7 as the output signal of the switch 3 of

the switching device 1.

[0074] In the signal output means 5, the on

condition of the EXOR 56 is established for a duration of

time from tl to t2. and for a duration of time from time t3

to time t4, and the EXOR 56 outputs "1" for the duration of

time from time tl to time t2. and for jthe duration of time

from time t3 to time t4. Since the flipflop 59 becomes "0"

at time t2, the AND gate 62 does not output "1" for the

duration of time from time t3 to time It4. but outputs "1"

for the duration of time from time tl to time t2 only. The

level -1- is fed to the disable control input terminal of

the timer 55 through the OR gati 65. in this way. the



* ™ H»e tl to time t2 is counted.

t e roaeg 16cl . 16o2 .

[00751 Furthermore. when the electros

, an4 16<54 are connected to each other for a

16c3. and 16c4 a

eleitrodes 16c2. 16c3. and

redetermined period of time, the electr

P
. »(olV. This signal is

_ ™« "0" in level (see FIG. 9(cl).
16c4 become 0 in

fed to the information processing device

«,.,.>, 3 in the switching device 1.

signal from the switch 3

[007 61 in the signal output means 5. the

f the EXOR gate 56 is established for a duration

""""I I time U o time t!2 and|for a duration of time

°f

'Tim
7 "

time tl, and the on condition of the EXOR

"I" 7 s tabilshed for a duration of time from time *»

To ! - and for a duration of tim, from time t. ^-
k *n FIG 9(c), the EXOR gate 56 outputs 1

tl5. As shown in FIG.

for the duration of time from til to time t!2

, - time tl5 to time t!6. and as shown in

duration of time from time ^
^ 9(c , the EXOR gate 57 outputs 1 for th

« «2 to tln-e t!3 and for the duration of time

time from time tl2 to tin ^
Hma tl4 to time tl5. Since the flipfl°P

from time tn to ^
, ... at the output terminal Q thereof at time

t output "I" at the output terminal thereof

gate 63 does not output ^ ^
from the duration of time from time t 4

. for the duration of time from time

outputs 1 for tn

t13 Since the flipfloP 5? " ^iven to 0

, at time tl5. the AMD gate 62 does not

terminal Q thereof at time ti
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output "1" at the output terminal thereof for the duration

of time from time t!5 to time tl6, but outputs "1" for the

duration of time from time til to time tl2. When these

"l's" are fed to the OR gate 65, the OR gate outputs "1" at

the output terminal thereof for the duration of time from

time til to tl3. This signal is fed to the disable control

input terminal of the timer 55. The timer 55 counts time

for the duration of time from time til to time tl2.

[0077] When the electrodes 16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4,

and 16c5 are all connected to each other for a predetermined

duration of time, the electrodes 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5

becomes "0 n in level (see FIG. 9(d)). This signal is fed to

the information processing device 7 as the output signal of

the switch 3. In the signal output means 5, the on

condition of the EXOR gate 56 is established for a duration

of time from time t21 to time t22 and for a duration of time

from time t27 to time t28, and the on condition of the EXOR

gate 57 is established for a duration of time from time t22

to time t23, and for a duration of time from time t26 to

time t27, and the on condition of the EXOR gate 58 is

established for a duration of time from time t23 to time t24,

and for a duration of time from time t25 to time t26.

Referring to FIG. 9(d), the EXOR gate 56 outputs "1" at the

output terminal thereof for the duration of time from time

t21 to time t22 and for the duration of time from time t27



tnatoFIG. 9(d). the EXOR gate 57

to tlmet28.
Referring tor

.

r
.

of for the duration

ootPuts
^

nHor the duration o,

ot time from time U. « «- « ^ pic „«. the

«- «- t26

t:.; at the output terminal thereof for

BXOR gate 58 outputs ^ ^ £or the

- tlme from time t«
the duration of time

Since the

action * time—^ . ^ oijtpttt terminal 0

fllpfloP ei is driven ~
^^ ^^ at

thereof at time
of time from «- « «

the output thereof for ^ ^^ from time

time t26. hut outputs
6o ^ to .„. Bt

t23 to time «4. —' ~ *
JD gate S3 does output

fl f time t25# i

the output thereof at
aacation of time

M . at the output terminal thereof

,. mfl *. 27 but outputs 1

from time tas to time «7 ^ ^ fiip£iop „ ls

of time from time t23 • ^ t±me t27 .

^ven to "0- at the output tormina

^ ^^
the AND gate «

"Time from time «7 to time «..

thereof for the duration of time ^^ ^ ^

« outputs
-1- for the duration - ^ ^

o0 B ii s » are tea

time ....— «~
flutput termlnal thereof, a

,0R gate 65 Proves. « ^ auratlon of time from

time til to time t24.
auratlon from

.. ™,inal of the timer 53.

control input terminal o
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time t21 to time t24 is thus counted,
j

The digital signal
i

relating to the operational time is fdd to the CPU 71 of the

information processing device 7.
;

i

[0078] The CPU 71 performs a variety of processes,

based on the change in the grounded (interconnected) state

of the electrodes of 16cl, 16c2* 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 of the

fixed contact assembly 16c and the signal relating to the

operational time from the signal output means 5.

[0079] The fourth embodiment provides the same

advantages as those of the first embodiment. Furthermore,

since the fourth embodiment obtains the digital signal

directly from the operational information of the button 14,

the resistance measuring unit, the operational amplifier,

and the A/D converter are dispensed with.

[0080] <Fifth Embodiment > FIG. 10 is a block diagram

of a fifth embodiment of the switching device which is

connected to the information processing device. In the

fifth embodiment, components identical to those described in

connection with the first embodiment are designated with the

same reference numerals.

[0081] A switching device Id shown in FIG. 10 is a

modification of the switching device lc shown in FIG. 5, and

is designed to output electrical signals responsive to an

operational amount and operational time in the same way as

in the first and fourth embodiments. The switching device
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ld ls electrically connected to the information processin,

vice , to -a the electrical sl9nais responsive to a

Z — - °-ationai time to the on

! o aevice 7. The switch aevice ia inches a

* of the switch 3d when the switch 3d is

amount of the switch 3d.

„0«, As in the fourth embodiment, the switch 3a of the

[00821 u a movable

£lfth embodiment includes a cover 13. a

Lact «. ana a fixed contact assembly «. -
.

««.

embodlment is iaenticai to the fourth——t
in ha -

button » is vertical, movably ^ported on the .over 1
s

hown The fifth anient is also identical to the

shown. The ^ lM
embodiment in that the dut:

I d of a spherically shaped, electrically conductive

1 /attached at the bottom end thereof, ana in that^
!
"

4 lays upwardly uroed by an unshown coil

the button 14 is alway
arranged in a

.h. A fixed contact assembly. 16a is arr

spring, etc.
. _ The flxed contact

position facina the movable contact 1«. The

Lembly l*c includes a central electrode ISdl a ,

plurality of concentric rln9 *lectroaes l*c «.

Ld Uc5 with raaial spacinos isai between l*cl ana x«.
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16d2 between 16c2 and 16c3, 16d3 between 16c3 and 16c4 # and

16d4 between 16c4 and 16c5. The electrode 16cl is grounded.

The electrodes 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 are directly

connected to the interface 32 of the switch 3. The

interface 32 receives a clock CLOCK.

[0083] The signal output means 5d is identical to
i

that used in the fourth embodiment, arid the discussion

thereof is skipped here. The information processing device

7 is fully identical to that used in the first embodiment,

and the discussion thereof is also skipped here.

[0084] When the button 14 is pressed down against

the urging of an unshown coil spring in the switching device

Id thus constructed, the electrically conductive rubber G of

the movable contact 15d is put into cdntact with the

electrode 16dl of the fixed contact assembly 16d. When the

button 14 is further pressed down, the electrically

conductive rubber G of the movable coritact 15d is deformed

into contact with the electrodes I6dl and 16d2. When the

button 14 is even further pressed down, the electrically

conductive rubber G of the movable coritact 15d is deformed

into contact with the electrodes 16dl, 16d2, and 16d3 of the

fixed contact assembly 16d< As the contact area of the

electrically conductive rubber G of the movable contact 15d

is widened, the electrodes 16dl, 16d2, 16d3, 16d4, and 16d5

are gradually grounded. The interconnection relationship
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, trlcally conductive ribber 0 ana the

eiectro4es

;
— - *eea aotin9 on the

depending on the
relationship

of the—-rr------

—

—"~ 1641
' ;

s fea to the interface 73 - the

contact assent W*
then transferrea to

informatlon
processing aevice 7. ana

t—I output means «—«• a Cha"ge

l0085 , The signal
and outputs the

the CPU 71.

l0085 '

"I Z<* «- -tch. ana outputs the

ln the operational «. ^ processlng

measurea
signal to the

aevlce 7. variety of processes.

* the change in tne a
f the

basea on ^ 16d4 , and 16as

of the electroaes of to the

onlh1v i6d and the sxy
„_f-ct assemDxy *BU

Tt^e from *e signal output means 5.

cperatlonal.t^e ^ ^ same

100871

f the first emboaiment.
Furthermore,

^vantages as °
obtalns the diuital signal

sinoe the fourth—^ information of the button 14.

alrectl, from the operational ^
the resistance

curing unit, the P

„,™ dispensed with.

ana the A/D converter are
_ ^^ alagraJ„

xe^th Embodiment) Fie.
tooee, <si*th

fc
inventlon . The

showing a si*th embodiment of



sixth embodiment is arranged by removing the signal output

means 5 in the first embodiment and then transferring the

signal output means 5 to an information processing device 9

.

The information processing device 9 iricludes a CPU 91 and an

interface 92.

[0089] The CPU 91 receives a digital signal output

from the switch 3, stores a change in the resistance value

of a resistance sum Ro in the form of voltage, and detects,

from these pieces of information, a change AR in the

resistance value, a time segment At during which the change

AR takes place, and an integral of the resistance change.

The CPU 91 detects these signals as follows. The CPU 91

samples the resistance sum Ro at regular intervals, compares

the resistance value at this sampling jtime with the

resistance value at the immediately prlior sampling time, and
i

determines that the resistance value at the immediately

prior sampling time is a minimum value, when the resistance

value at this sampling time is larger. From this

determination, the CPU 91 determines the time At from the

start of the change in the resistance value and the change

AR in the resistance. The CPU 91 determines the integral of

the changes in the resistance sum ftd by summing all

resistance values at sampling times* The change AR in the

resistance sum Ro, the time segment At, and the integral of

the changes, thus determined the CPU 91, are fed to the
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information processing device 7. The jinformation processing
i

|

device 7 may functions as the information processing device

9 as well . !

[0090] The embodiment of the switching device

described above may be applied in the following fields.

[0091] Each switching device may be used in a joint

pad. In this case, the force applied on a button of the pad

is compared with several references, and the input state of

the button is determined to adjust the strength of an attack

by a character in a martial art game, or the speed and

strength of throwing motion or kicking motion of a character

in a sports game.

[0092] The switching device may be applied in a user

recognizing keyboard. The mannet in which a user touches

the key is learned by a personal computer and is then set as

a reference value. The personal computer compares the

finger touch of the user with the reference value each time

the user touches the keyboard. When a difference is large,

the personal computer determines that someone else touches

the keyboard, and may lock or reset itself. Data relating

to the finger touch may be a speed at which the key is

pressed.

[0093] Each of the above switching devices can be

applied in a keyboard. When the switching device is applied

in a keyboard, a reference is established based on the force
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applied on the button, and is stored in a personal computer.

The finger touch is compared with the reference value. When

the finger touch is strong, an uppercase letter may be

selected, and when the finger touch is weak, a lowercase

letter may be selected. Alternatively, when the finger

touch is strong, a cursor is upward or downward moved on a

page by page basis. When the finger touch is weak, the

cursor is upward or downward moved on a line by line basis.

[0094] The switching device may be used as a switch

for setting time on a watch. When time is set on a watch, a

force applied on the button is compared with a reference

value. When the force is strong, time setting is performed

on a hour by hour basis. When the force is weak, time

setting is performed on a minute by minute basis. The

switching device may be applied as a switch for setting an

operational time of a timer. When the time of the timer is

set, a force applied on a button is compared with a

reference value. When the force is stronger than the

reference value, the operational time is set on a hour by

hour basis. When the force is weaker than the reference

value, the operational time is set on fifteen minutes by

fifteen minutes basis. When the switching device is applied

in the timer, the pressing speed of the button may be

compared with a reference value. The Switching device may

be applied as a switch in an alarm clock. The manner in



which the switch is pressed to stop the alarm clock is

learned by a computer, and a reference is set by the

computer. When a user presses the switch, the computer

compares the manner in which the switch has been pressed

with the reference, and allows the alarm clock to function

again if the difference between is large.

[0095] The switching device may be used as a channel

switch of a television receiver. A force applied on the

channel switch in the television receiver is learned by a

channel CPU. and a resulting reference is stored. By

comparing, with the reference, a forcei that is applied when

a channel selection is performed, the :manner of channel

selection is varied.

10096] The switching device may be applied as a hot-

water discharge control device in a vacuum bottle. The

switch is connected to a CPU. and hot iwater is discharged

under the control of the CPU. A hot-water discharge

quantity may be controlled to a desired amount according to

the downward stroke and downward pressing speed of the

switch

.

[0097] The switching device may be applied in a

device that turns on or off a tap. The opening or closing

of the tap is controlled by a CPU. The switching device is

connected to the CPU. and a tap water discharge rate is

controlled in response to the downward stroke and downward
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signal. These pieces of information are fed to the

information processing device, theteby permitting the

information processing device to perform complex control.
i

[0103] When the trapezoidally ishaped, electrically

conductive, movable rubber contact is iput into contact with

the fixed contact assembly composed of the plurality of

regularly spaced electrodes in a position facing the movable

contact in the switch, the electrically conductive rubber is

deformed and comes into contact with each electrode. In

this way, the contact area of the electrically conductive

rubber with each electrode changes. The contact

relationship of the movable rubber coiitact with the

plurality of electrodes is directly picked up as a digital

signal. The signal output means obtains Information

relating to the operational time of the switch. These

pieces of information are fed to the information processing

device, thereby permitting the information processing device

to perform complex control. Since the digital signal is

directly obtained, the A/D converter is dispensed with.

[0104] When the semi-spherically shaped,

electrically conductive, movable rubber contact is in

contact with the fixed contact assembly composed of the

central electrode placed in the center of the assembly in a

position facing the movable contact, and the plurality of

regularly spaced rings of electrodes centered on the central



electrode, in the switch, the electridally conductive rubber

is deformed, and comes into contact with the electrodes,

from the central electrode to radially external electrodes.

These pieces of information are fed to the information

processing device, thereby permitting the Information

processing device to perform complex Control* Since the

digital signal is directly obtained, the A/D converter is

dispensed with.

[0105] When the switching device of the present

invention is applied in the game machine, the movement of a

character is controlled in response to the information such

as the magnitude of the pressing force and the operational

time of the button. The travel distance, the travel speed,

and impact quantity of the character are controlled in a

variety of ways.

[Brief. Description of the Dirawings]

[FIG. 1]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of the

switching device of the present invention.

[FIG. 2]

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram showing a signal output

means of the first embodiment.

[FIG. 3]

FIG. 3 shows characteristics of operational signals

generated in the first embodiment of the present invention.
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[FIG. 4]

FIG. 4 shows the operation of the first embodiment.

[FIG. 5]

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing a second

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 6]

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a third embodiment

of the present invention.

[FIG. 7]

FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a fourth

embodiment of the present invention.

[FIG. 8]

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing the construction

of a signal output means used in the fourth embodiment.

[FIG. 9]

FIG. 9. is a timing diagram showing the operation of

the signal output means in the fourth embodiment.

[FIG. 10]

FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing a fifth

embodiment of the present invention,

[FIG. 11]

FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing a sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

[Reference Numerals]

1 Switching device
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>

3, 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d Switches

5, 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5d Signal butput means

7 Information processing device

9 Information processing device

71 CPU

72 Interface

91 CPU

92 Interface

13 Cover

14 Button

15, 15c, and 15d Movable contacts

15a Movable magnet

15b Movable electrode

16, 16c, and 16d Fixed contacts

16a Fixed coil

16b Fixed electrode

16cl, 16c2, 16c3, 16c4, and 16c5 Electrodes

16dl, 16d2, 16d3, 16d4, and 16d5 Electrodes

19 Spacing

19cl, 19c2, 19c3, and 19c4 Spacings

19dl, 19d2, 19d3, and 19d4 Spacings



DRAWINGS

[FIG. 1]

1 SWITCHING DEVICE

7 INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE

5 SIGNAL OUTPUT MEANS

72 INTERFACE

[FIG. 21

552 GATE

553 COUNTER

[FIG. 7]

72 INTERFACE

[FIG. 3]

[FIG. 5]

•72 INTERFACE

[FIG. 4]
j

© OUTPUT VOLTAGE OF RESISTANCE MEASURING UNIT 21

©OUTPUT Q OF FLIPFLOP 54

[FIG. 6]



72 INTERFACE

[FIG. 8]

55 TIMER

[FIG. 10]

72 INTERFACE

[FIG. 9]

© OUTPUT OF EXOR GATE 56

© OUTPUT OF EXOR GATE 57

® OUTPUT OF EXOR GATE 58

@ Q OUTPUT OF FLIPFLOP 59

© Q OUTPUT OF FLIPFLOP 60

© Q OUTPUT OF. FLIPFLOP 61

© OUTPUT OF AND GATE 62

© OUTPUT OF AND GATE 63

® OUTPUT OF AND GATE 64

<S> OUTPUT OF OR GATE 65

[FIG. 11]

1 SWITCHING DEVICE
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9 INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE

92 INTERFACE

TABLE

[TABLE 1]

© Switch operation

© Contact area

<D Resistance sum Ro

® Switch not operated

© Switch operated (with button 14 pressed)
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